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Abstract
The name of this product is "Balance Speaker”. It is aimed to 
help designers to concentrate better while working and 
breaking, using sound and light in particular.  
In this book, I will show you the design/testing process of the 
product, show how the working timeline and energy levels 
influence designers' concentration, and how to design the 
interaction of the product and test its usability.
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08
- Special sound/music 
- Blue light based on lab data 
- Designed wood model 
- Special interaction 
- Easy to use and learn
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Design methods: Brainstorm. Research proof. Interaction and 
model learning. Usability testing.
White board after brainstorming 
Paper proof and research proof 
Interaction and model learning 
Usability testing
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Design Opportunity Statement
[AREA/BIG IDEA] I am interested in sounds in a designers’ working environment, which gives them an 
emotional experience. Thus, I tried to design a product that would make use of light and sound to 
help designers concentrate better when they are working. The interaction of the product is friendly 
and easy to learn. In the end, I tested the usability of the product. 
[POSITION]  
Two areas of design: 
1.Research: The design of the product is based on data from interviews, paper research and user 
testing. 
2.Interaction: The final product model is designed through 3 ways of experiencing the sound/music. 
The final product interaction is chosen by user testing. 
[OUTCOME] The product gives people great interaction with sound/music for better concentration while 
working.  
[USERS] Design students in a private working room. 
[METHOD] I researched how to understand the design of the product through the following content of 
the following: non-tech sound player research, culture learning, how do people focus themselves, 
homesick solution, healthy working，and getting insights from users to improve the users’ experiences. 
To reach my final outcome, I studied current users’ behaviors, and I made improvements on products, 
and designed different methods of interaction. Additionally, I tested my users for each step of the 
iteration.
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Justify decisions and iteration in the whole design process 
As a junior designer, I think justifying decisions while facing multiple ideas is really important. When 
I felt puzzled about my users, goals and assumptions, I would start with a white board. Iterating my 
design in this way helped me make a clear judgment. 
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Design 
Process
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First prototype-cultural face 
speaker.  
User testing-observations, 
insights and synthesis.
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Why I jumped into the area of sound for my thesis design
My research interest is how sound & the human voice affect designers’ moods, concentrations and 
temperaments in work environments. These may give people better experiences. 
The nature of sound transmission is just the transmission of energy waves. “Sound is vibrations 
which propagates through a medium - air.” “The objective of an earphone is to mimic the original 
vibrations which were generated when the piece of sound was recorded.”[1][4] Each wave's energy 
contains much information, as well as the frequency and strength of the wave, which may give 
people a wonderful emotional experience. This may be the wave and the physiological structure of 
humans, and also may be the physiological structure of a cell or some sort of primal energy of 
the universe. The speaker itself will give people a wonderful experience because of the color, 
cultural connection, shapes and tactile materials. The combination of objects and sounds, will 
bring complex and wonderful experiences. 
My audience is people working for a long-time in a private working room with a computer. They are  
trying to find a new way of interaction for a better working experience status. They are 20-30 
years-old. 
I also want a marketing company/big tech company to think about my designs or to either buy my 
design or my products. 
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Three fundamental itches of sound
1 Emotional experiences 2 Listening devices 3 Voice in one Environment 
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Technology in this area 
Competitive Product / Technical Analysis 
17
[5]
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Some of my early experiments
I aimed to create some artificial products to help me explore other researches. Thus, I made some 
albums, which people can directly touch, and expanded the research area from alarm to music. I want 
to Know people’s feelings behind the music, while they are working, in order to put these feelings 
into the product design. 
I made 15 albums board to figure out what types of music people like while working. 
I made some experiments at the beginning of the design. These helped me better explore my 3 itches 
and let me better understand my users’ definitions, goals, and actions.
I continued on my research by interviewing more people to record their alarm clocks’ sounds. 
I asked them to describe the sound they preferred to use; then, compared the sound they 
actually used with their former choices. 
Alarm clock experiment to see what sounds people like after resting. 
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Early prototype and experiment 1
、
Example of Behavioral observation
1 Prototype
2 User test / Story board and questions 
I aimed to create a lamp prototype which 
was able to vibrate and play the music, and 
the music would ring out simultaneously 
with the sound of the alarm clock. 
Someone holds a pillow/toy when he/she 
wakes up. This toy plays the alarm sound 
and vibrates to help wake him/her up. 
“How to close the alarm?” 
“This might make me wake up slowly.” 
“What if I make the lower part bigger?” 
“I don’t know if I can wake up.” 
“The light is only from the top?” 
“I will try. It might have a new 
experience which is better.” 
……
I designed this prototype to see whether a lamp/other product would be good with sound, and if 
it would have a better interaction with designers when they are designing/resting. 
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Idea
+
Prototype User test
If the plant is able to 
play music when we 
water it, it would be a 
better interaction 
between the plant and 
us. In this way, the 
product in our 
environment would 
interact with us more 
lively. 
“What is the sound? A song or some words?” 
“That is a good idea, but what if it is damaged by 
water?” 
“How can it be charged?” 
“Could it play my specific music?” 
“When the plant needs watering, it can play music, 
too.” 
……
To increase its 
decorative value, I 
would like to shape the 
speaker and let it be a 
decoration of the 
house, meanwhile, not 
influencing its 
physical ability, to 
let the sound go 
around. 
“Can it be a flying bird?” 
“I would like it to give me some music feedback 
automatically.” 
“Where could we put it?” 
“I want my room as a pure place.” 
……
+
Early prototype and experiment 2
I created this prototype to see if a plant or some decorations in the house would be a better 
products with sound, interacting with designers when they were designing or resting. 
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Insights
First use: Nine users didn’t know how to use the alarmed pillow. They thought it was controlled 
by voice, shaking, pinching…… 
Settings: During the using process, people would shake, pinch or made a sound during sleep. It 
might change the alarm's settings. We were supposed to set a sleeping mode in which settings 
wouldn’t be altered by these factors during sleep. 
The most difficult settings: How to provide order for selecting a sound is the most difficult 
task to learn. 
Mistakes: Once, the new product did not respond to touch; and most users would set an alarm 
clock in phones to make a plan B. 
During sleeping: Sound of AMSR was a good way to interact with users during the dream. It could 
give users a sense of satisfaction, relaxation and beautiful memories. 
Data of sleeping: Two users wanted to take a look at the data to see what happened during sleep. 
This might be a new function, but I preferred my design to focus more on one function. Thus, I 
chose not to record a user’s sleep status. 
Interaction with one's girl/boyfriend: It would be another function when someone else gets up 
from the sound of hearing friends. This would be an independent feedback for anyone who depends 
on their friends to a great extent.
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Early prototype and experiment 3 (Emotional experiences 
of a family frame) 
feonic f1pro audio driver：Put on different surfaces to enhance the sound
resonance.
Prototype improvement
A frame in the frontPlay the music, which can remind you of your family
I designed a product with enhancing sound when functioning. This helped me create the  
design in a new way. 
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Insights
Back side On the window/glass Standing on the table Lying on the table
Product design: 
1. Family/friends could bring emotions to the user, especially if he/she is lonely. 
2. Let someone call you to get you up: if we can order a real person from some companies to ask 
you to get up, it would be a really interesting way of an interaction. 
3. Eight users need feelings of tenderness, trust and inclusiveness. 
4. Interaction with our girl/boyfriend: to get up through a friend's voice would be another 
feeling. This would be an independent feedback for those that depend on their friends. 
5. Data of sleeping/working: 2 users wanted to take a look at the data to see what happened during 
sleep/working. This may be a new function. 
Interaction: 
1. During the use of the prototype, some people would shake it, pinch/unpinch it, touch it by 
their hands/fingers, and might make a sound. 
2. Mistakes: once the new product went wrong, most users would set an alarm clock in phones to 
make a Plan B. 
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Early prototype and experiment 4
The questions I asked are listed as follows: 
What types of music do you like and please choose one? In what situation do you think it will be 
used? What shape would you like it to be? It brings what kind of emotion/memory to you? Do you have 
any purpose while listening to music? Is there any fixed time? How do you like your earphone/
speaker’s color, shape or feeling? 
10 Insights of the shape production interviews
I interviewed 25 people. At last, I collected 10 people’s feedback, who expressed interesting ideas 
on the shape of the product. I designed several shape products after listening to the feelings of 
some phone-interviewed people. 
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Early prototype and experiment 5 (Cultural speaker experiment  
& related prototype)
Interaction: 
1. Feelings (tactile, color, shape, sound) of the product: I could tell their happiness when they 
touched and described it. Users believed the product's smooth shape can gave feelings while listening 
to relaxing music. Thus, smooth music is much more acceptable for this shape. 
2. Most frequent mistakes while using: 4 users thought the sound is blocked by some other products. 3 
users were puzzled about how to adjust the sound. Most users could use it fluently. 
Product design:  
1. Perception: I found that users using the prototype were enjoying the experience; 5 users 
thought the product gave a similar experience to holding a small animal; and they wanted to know 
when and how to use it. 
2. Emotions after using: some users liked its adapted color and shape to the environment; some 
users expressed feelings of a beautiful memory when using some functions of the speaker. The shape 
of the speaker gave people subtle feelings that some animals were sitting beside you and 
accompanying you. I found they were enjoying the feelings when imaging it as a cute animal. 
Sometimes, when they were using the product they felt a sense of humor but this reaction was not 
very strong: only 2 users laughed and told me about their humorous’ feelings. Besides, some users 
are from other countries, so sometimes they missed their hometowns. As this product included a 
feeling of culture, which made it different from others, this could soothe these people’s feelings 
of being homesick. Meanwhile, the cultural element also added a value of beauty to this product. 
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Clarification of the design
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Interview highlights
Kevin Argot 
EE student in Brown 
21 Male
“I use Google Home to 
control my daily life. I 
think that this will be a 
good challenge for only 
controlling the better 
user’s experience for 
working time.” 
“I’m not willing to sleep 
while working and I want 
to keep focusing on my 
working.”
Gino Zhang 
ID student in RISD 
22 Female
“I think the product could 
have more of an 
interaction of light or 
motion, so I can 
concentrate more on my 
work.” 
“I think we can make all 
of the functions you 
mentioned, or even more 
functions.”
Eve Tong 
ID student in RISD 
23 Female
“I love this idea. Do you 
know Jibo?” 
https://www.jibo.com/ 
“This product is not in 
the market, but it has a 
lot of interactions and 
motions. A designer has 
loads of work to do, which 
may be hard to accomplish 
only by one person.” 
I introduced my product design ideas and got insights from user interviews.
28
Peter, 28, designer 
Want to work and break efficiently. 
Busy with work. 
Need to keep good working status. 
Lucy 22 Design Student
Want efficient work and break. 
Enjoy design process. 
Need to keep good working status.
Persona
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Insights/Learning
Sound should mix with other interactions to let people concentrate on their work.
CARRIER WITH APP
ONE CARRIER
A multi-carrier product is not easy for people to access.
Apps are the last tools people would turn to control their working situations. Only an app enables 
people to forget what they are using.
LIGHT INTERACTION
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Tech / Tool assumption
CONCENTRATE ON WORK
HOMESICK
CHAIR
When the time is up, the chair will be 
automatically up.
Shape induction
Body temperature induction
Call each other
Adjust the volume
Remember the volume
Change the song
Press 1s: play music which can 
ease concentration 
Press 3s: choose your own taste
30
OR OR …
Focused function, One product, Easy learning
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Task journey map
Start to work / 
concentration Feel tired
Need some 
communications
Need a little 
actionFocusing
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Tech prototypes 
(Communication frame)  
& user testing(Observations, 
Insights and Synthesis)
Prof. Bryan Rodrigues
Jin Cao
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Hack the bluetooth speaker, linking to the arduino with 5V.
The working part for wire welding.
This is the early chip prototype with hacking and linking functions. It helps me understand how  
my design works.
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User tasks testing 1
Insights: Smart phones can be used to control the product. 
Interaction input way: T1: hand wave with light, T2: time control, T3: touch control, T4: sound 
control, T5: voice google assistant. 
Interaction output way: T1: sound, T2: light without sound(might Philips smart light), T3: 
assistant’s smart respond, T4: vibration. 
The following pages show how these user tasks work with the right functions. I tested some of 
them with my users. These functions help me understand and design the final chip.
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Input T1 Output T2: light control (hand wave) testing
Button & light sensor controls the light, which has the same functions as the hand wave.
Output T4: vibration testing
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User tasks testing 2
T3: Touching to start control.
T5: Voice control through hacked 
Google assistant. 
T2: Time control interaction.
……
Input T3: Touch control testing
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Bluetooth coding 1 (MIT App Inventor) Input T4T5
Bluetooth coding 2 (arduino) Input T4T5
Chip: hc-06
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Bluetooth coding 3 (control light) Input T4T5
Bluetooth coding 4 (voice control) Input T4T5
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Light testing with Philips Hue 1
Voice control with Siri from 100% to 30% light
Light testing with Philips Hue 2
This helped me understand how the light function worked and was controlled. 
I redesigned some of the functions (blue light) based on this testing.
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Argument learning(hack, 
interaction & function) 
& user researching
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Work time process 
status(circled 1-3h 
timeline)
Start working Working Start resting Rest／sleep
Concentration level None to low High Mid Low Low to none None
Working example Start to work Coding, writing Creative, brainstorming
Sports, wood 
making Starting to rest Rest
Emotion 
status(Interview 
insights)
Begin to exciting/
sensitive
Calm, exciting/
sensitive
Accepted, 
exciting/sensitive
Exciting/
sensitive Beginning to calm Calm
Brain use(R4: http://
www.livescience.com/
32935-whats-the-
difference-between-the-
right-brain-and-left-
brain.html)[7]
No Left Right Left & right No No
Music influence in 
testing(Reference1) and 
interview insights
Better 
efficiency(insights/
analyse)
Lower 
efficiency(Referenc
e1)
Little Lower 
efficiency(intervi
ew)
Better 
efficiency(inter
view)
Better 
efficiency(Refere
nce3)
Lower 
efficiency(intervi
ew)
Energy status Using energy Using energy Using energy Using energy Gaining energy Gaining energy
Music type for remain/
gain 
energy(Reference1) 
Natural<ClassicNo
ne<None
（reference 3）
<Popular
(interview insights)
Natural(interview 
insights)<Classic<Popular<None None<Popular
Popular<None<C
lassic
（reference 3）
<Natural
(interview 
insights)
Popular<Classic
<Natural<None
（interview 
insight）
Music/sound function
1 Shorten the start of the rest time to have more sleep and gain energy, especially with natural sounds. 
2 Get better efficiency, while low concentration levels work with popular music. 
3 Shorten the start of the work time to have better emotions for the working status, especially popular music. 
4 Use special music for a different working status (high/mid/low) between starting working and working.
Other 
Methods(Reference2 3)
1 At the beginning and the end of the work day, be more sensitive to the brightness of blue-enriched white light. 
2 Booklet with relaxation text improvement of total sleep quality. 
3 Relaxation instruction at bedtime/starting rest time. 
4 Video with relaxing scenes.
Music function in working timeline: research/interview/analyses
This research is of great significance to support the concept and design. These advantages show 
why people need my product and how sound is used to help people to have an efficient working and 
resting experience.
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Data from paper1
Reference 1 
“Effects of Music Genre 
on Simple and Simulated 
Task Switching” 
Ethan Young 
Newman University 
Jay Nolan 
Newman University 
Follow
As shown in these figures, no music would let users do the single/
multiple tasks quickest while working.
These are some screen shots from the paper, which supported my research data.
“At the beginning and the end of the work day, the workers 
seemed to be more sensitive to the brightness of blue-enriched white 
lights while throughout the whole work day they seemed to be 
similarly sensitive to the colour temperature.” 
I designed the lighting function into this product to improve the 
user’s concentration while working.
Reference 2 
Effects of blue-enriched 
light on the daily course of 
mood, sleepiness and light 
perception: A field 
experiment 
IM Iskra-Golec PhDa, A Wazna 
MAa and L Smith PhDb 
aInsitute of Applied 
Psychology, Jagiellonian 
University, Krako´ w, Poland 
bInstitute of Psychological 
Sciences – Psychology, 
University of Leeds, Leeds, 
UK 
Received 25 November 2011; 
Revised 23 March 2012; 
Accepted 10 April 2012
Data from paper2
Data from paper3
Reference 3 
Music-assisted relaxation 
to improve sleep quality: 
meta-analysis 
Gerrit de Niet, Bea 
Tiemens, Bert Lendemeijer & 
Giel Hutschemaekers
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Start for the final design: shape assumption / sketch
Base sub woofer: Treble (apple harmin kardon) / maglev speaker 
Body: Chair / Other / USB charger
Based on these prototypes and the previous discussions, I finally made assumptions about a shape 
and interaction aspects of my product.
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Start for the final design: competitive research/interview
46
I kept doing user interaction interviews and got insights from these interviews for the final design. 
I also rethought the competitive product in order to complete interaction/function research.
[4]
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Start for the final design: presentation design
Should be students
Experience should be a long time
Could be video
Environment might be white
47
Iteration of the prototype1 
(arduino, interaction & 
function) 
& user testing
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Speaker hacking and tasks testing
Hacking different products helped me to understand how these things work. It also helped me to 
know how to accomplish my anticipated designs.
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Insights / Interaction learning
HACK AND LINK GOOGLE ASSISTANT
HAND WAVE WITH THE PRODUCT
WORKING WHILE LIGHTNING
DIRECTION RINGING MIGHT INTERRUPT WORKING, SMOOTH LIGHTNING MIGHT BE A GOOD WAY
THIS MIGHT BE A BETTER WAY OF INTERACTION IF NOT BEING INTERRUPTED
SPEAK WITH THE PRODUCT
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Thinking of a more competitive product: Google Home
Who uses it: people of any age who wants to have a tech home. 
Why use it: as a speaker, it has both good functions of sound and technology.  
What is the feature: it can be linked to google assistant, youtube, and other google software.
Why people need my product: the product was specially designed for designers who only wants one 
main function, to help them work and rest efficiently.
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Thinking of the phone: why Google Home / who is the center
vs
I do believe that phones will still be the center of the interactions between people and technology 
products. An iPhone is not a super speaker. We still need a speaker with tech functions.
53
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Researching the functions of Google Home
Here are some screen shots of Google Home app. Some functions are similar in my design, but 
without doubt, there are many differences between the two.
The screen shots of Google Home app
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Hack and link
Micro Android USB： 
Input Current is: 5V 
Battery: 
Output Current is:  
3.7v 850mAh 
Bluetooth
Improvement of the 
new chip system
Based on winter session learning on the arduino prototype, I improved the chip by hacking and 
linking it to some new structures.
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Learning and iteration during the hack process
Electromagnetic induction  
Resonance
Failed: Testing 220v speaker 
linked to 5v arduino.
During the hacking process, I met a lot of problems. I needed to do iterations almost in all 
process. I learnt from the youtube tech videos to understand the problems and finally figured 
them out.
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Fake function prototype & user testing
Based on this tech learnings, I made a fake function prototype to perform user testing and 
received feedback from these users.
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Iteration of the prototype2 
(arduino, interaction & 
function) 
& user testing
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Sketches for interaction ways: user friendly and easy learning
Based on the tech learning and designs, I started to think about how the product would interact 
with the user. It needed to be friendly to use and easy to learn.
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Function / structure sketches for interaction ways
After improving the ways of interacting, I needed to know how to put the chip into the product. 
I taught myself the structure sketches for the product.
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Model sketches for interacting ways
By constructing the detailed model, I understood the ways of interacting more clearly, and I 
figured out how it could work with a function for easy learning. 
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A wood model sketch making for ways of interaction
I also made a wood sketch to let users test the product directly.
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The wood model sketch
This was the first shape and model for the final idea. It was iterated several times after user 
testings.
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Interaction user testing (which touches most 
comfortable) / Insights
User testing results: Interaction Level 
Feeling: 
Rotation interaction needs 2 hands. 
Goal: 
Rotation interaction will let product move which might influence 
customers' concentrations. 
Touching/One switch feels good for a clear intention. 
Emotion: 
Touching has a metaphoric meaning of smooth/calm working. 
The switching appearance visualizes its real functions.
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Reasons of why no voice recognition application
3/4(Sean, Woodi, Zixin, one 1st grad) people held the view that when going to the high 
concentration levels, hand control is better than the voice control.
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Designing the final product
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Ideas from 6 blue foam interactions (based on seesaw models)
I made 6 blue foam interaction shapes, and these helped me to better understand the different 
interacting ways. They were used for the user testing, which allowed me to understand what the 
users needed and what is the user case.
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Usability testing of seesaw interaction
Interaction insights: 
What if the two sides are the same? 
What if the light comes from the middle of the product? 
What if there is only a background of blue light without any other light resources? 
How much wood should be used with plastic? 
……
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Choosing the foam based on testing
Based on the blue foam usability testing, I chose this foam for a further and more detailed 
design.
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Material samples
After examining various materials, I finally chose walnut as my main material. The reason is 
that it has a better texture and feels special, which especially suits my product. And the color 
of walnut is also perfect for designers' working areas. On the other hand, wood gives people 
natural feelings.
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Final model learning: 4 Models
Based on the blue foam learning, I made 4 models in the end. These models helped me jump to the 
final model. I iterated the shape, interaction, and user case processes again during this final 
design.
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Final model learning and designing / constructing (Model 1)
This was the first final model I had made. The pics showed how I used vacuum form to make it.
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Final model learning and making (Model 2)
I made this model by laser cutting, using the sand blaster to make it translucent. This model 
was improved in Model 4.
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Final model learning and making (Model 3)
I used vacuum form to create this model, and the shape design was based on one of the previous 
blue foam learning. The reason of creating this model was that I wanted to figure out whether it 
is possible to add the vacuum form in the final model. And after failing three times, I realized 
that it was not absolutely accurate.
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The summary of final outcome and usage (Model 4)
77
Insights from user interview: 
-Wood gives people a natural feeling. 
-The size is better for designer’s desk. 
-It's more suitable for the designer's desk. 
-The shape looks like a small pet at your side.
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The summary of final outcome and usage (Model 4)
This model received the best feedback from users when I performed the blue foam testing, mainly in 
consideration of its shape and interaction with users. It is in the final model that I improved its 
shape and structure, and later added more user cases.
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Conclusion: Usability Testing / 
Iteration / Feedback
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User testing 
goal
User testing 
experiment
User testing 
data
User testing 
result Pics Insights
User testing1
Ruyue Zhang
Brainstorm, mid-
brain using, 
resting are 3 main 
process for 
designers. 
Sketch idea is 
brainstorming 
process. 
Model making is 
mid-brain using 
process. 
1. Design an  
in-house switch 
with new 
interactions 
2.1 Draw 1 
sketch without 
product. 
2.2 Draw 1 
sketch with 
product. 
Make 2.1-2.2 3 
times. 
2.3 Making 1 
prototype with 
product. 
2.4 Making 1 
prototype without 
product. 
Make 2.3-2.4 3 
times. 
3.1 Rest after 
lunch and easily 
fall asleep 
without product. 
3.2 Rest after 
lunch and easy 
fall asleep with 
product(30”). 
Total time: 
2.1: 9’21” 
2.2: 8’02” 
2.3:19’08” 
2.4: 24’12” 
3.1: 6’01” 
3.2: 3’30”
brain(mid) 
storm(✓) 
low-brain（✓） 
resting（✓）
Rest without 
music might 
turn people 
into a deep 
sleep; I aimed 
to get them into 
a light sleep
User testing2
Micro Mi
Total time: 
2.1: 3’22” 
2.2: 2’59” 
2.3: 8’23” 
2.4: 10’12” 
3.1: 12’12” 
3.2: 10’11”
brain(mid) 
storm(✓) 
low-brain（✓） 
resting（✓）
Need rock 
music when 
resting. 
User testing3
Creama’s 
boyfriend
Total time: 
2.1: 12’20” 
2.2: 9’23” 
2.3: 12’22” 
2.4: 10’32” 
3.1: 5’21” 
3.2: 4’19”
brain(mid) 
storm(✓) 
low-brain（✗） 
resting（✓）
The volume of 
music should 
be low.
User testing4
Jingru Guo
Total time: 
2.1: 15’54” 
2.2: 15’59” 
2.3: 12’31” 
2.4: 12’20” 
3.1: 8’21” 
3.2: 7’59”
Products/None 
products are 
similar
When I was 
staring at some 
people, their 
work efficiency 
would be 
reduced.
User testing5
Zixin Xiong
Total time: 
2.1: 8’49” 
2.2: 7’12” 
2.3:16’29” 
2.4: 19’22” 
3.1: 8’49” 
3.2: 6’59”
brain(mid) 
storm(✓) 
low-brain（✓） 
resting（✓）
Conclusion
Both resting and working processes should be designed to let users select the music that they like to hear. 
For most people, controlled music with good interaction is beneficial for their efficiency work experiences. 
Music should be background music; and the volume should not be so high.
Product usability testing
I made a usability testing with 5 further interviews and recorded users' behaviors. By setting a 
time to compare their efficiency when they were working and resting, I examined whether my 
product was able to accomplish my primary goal.
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Presentation link
https://youtu.be/Y94hwDxaVv4
This video shows an introduction of how users use my product.
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New York Pop-up show/feedback
MID students went to the New-York Pop-up show, in order to get more feedback for further 
iterations. I talked with different people and users.
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85
Iteration1: Structure design
This material is mixed with wood, plastic and metal. The structure is designed to be assembled, 
which is better for manufactoring process.
A Smart Speaker For A Special Experience
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Iteration2: painting
A Smart Speaker For A Special Experience
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The working environment of the final product
By touching, a user can pause its sound and lighting; By switching, he can alter the music mode.
A Smart Speaker For A Special Experience
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